Coupled power equations for lossy fibers.
Coupled power equations for multimode fibers were originally derived by neglecting mode losses, loss was later introduced by adding a phenomenological loss factor to the equation system. In this paper the time independent coupled power equations are derived taking mode losses into account from the beginning. The form of the equations so obtained is identical to the well known coupled power equations, but the coupling coefficients are different. The mode losses alter the analytical expressions for the coupling coefficients and cause the matrix of coupling coefficients to be asymmetrical. Some consequences of the coupled power theory incorporating mode losses are discussed for the specific example of a fiber supporting only two guided modes. Finally, we compare the steady-state losses of a fiber with two randomly coupled modes with the corresponding case of a fiber resonator and find that the resonator losses are equal to the steady-state losses of randomly coupled modes in the limit of very low and very high differential mode losses, for all other cases the resonator losses are much higher than the losses of randomly coupled modes.